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The ability of a party to obtain urgent interim relief is central to the efficacy of any method of
dispute resolution. In case of disputes that are subject to an arbitration agreement, until recently
parties had only two options: either approach national courts for interim relief in support of the
arbitration, or wait for the formation of the arbitral tribunal and then make an application for
interim relief. The former would essentially require parties to initiate local proceedings before
national courts (the avoidance of which may in fact have been the principal reason for choosing
arbitration in the first place). The latter would expose a party to the risk of dissipation of assets
while the arbitral tribunal is being constituted.

Emergency arbitration is often cited as one of the solutions to the parties’ conundrum. But is
emergency arbitration genuinely a substitute to urgent interim relief from courts? In this article, we
compare the pros and cons of obtaining urgent interim relief from national courts and emergency
arbitrator. In doing so, we focus on India’s experience and provide statistics from the practice of
Indian courts.

Relevant Parameters

By way of background, under Section 9 of India’s Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 (the Act),
Indian courts can grant interim relief in support of arbitration. Parties can approach courts for
interim relief at any point before the constitution of the arbitral tribunal. However, after the
tribunal has been constituted, parties are generally expected to seek interim relief from the tribunal
directly. Further, interim relief from Indian courts is available even in cases where the seat of
arbitration is outside India, unless the parties have agreed otherwise.

As for emergency arbitration, while the Act makes no reference to it, rules of Indian arbitration
institutions – such as the Mumbai Center for International Arbitration and the Indian Council of
Arbitration – allow parties to seek orders from emergency arbitrators. Moreover, Indian parties are
often involved in emergency arbitration proceedings conducted by foreign institutions, particularly
SIAC.

The table below contains a comparison of interim relief available under Section 9 of the Act with
emergency arbitration.
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How long it takes to obtain interim relief?

For the purposes of this study, we randomly selected 300 Section 9 applications filed before the
Delhi High Court in the year 2016. Next, we excluded those applications that were either
withdrawn or granted with the consent of the parties. For the applications that remained in our
dataset, we analysed the time it takes to obtain the first ad-interim order. Ad-interim orders are
orders of Indian courts that are operative either till the final disposal of an interim application or till
the next hearing. For example, in urgent matters, a court might grant an ad-interim injunction
restraining the respondent from calling upon a performance bank guarantee, pending the final
adjudication of the Section 9 application. Accordingly, in evaluating the efficacy of Section 9
proceedings, the relevant time period is between filing of Section 9 application and grant of the
first ad-interim order, as opposed to the date on which the Section 9 application is finally disposed
of.

The study revealed that the median time it took the Delhi High Court to grant ad-interim relief
from the date of filing is 3 days.

In the context of emergency arbitration, it is not possible to carry out a similar empirical study
because arbitration institutions do not disclose data about individual cases. Also, time periods set
out in the rules of the various institutions vary. For example, SIAC Rules provide that the
emergency arbitrator must issue an award/order within 14 days of his appointment, while the ICC
Rules provide 15 days. Experience shows that SIAC and ICC emergency arbitrators often issue
their orders more quickly than that; nevertheless, it is likely to remain the case that parties can
receive even quicker relief by filing a Section 9 application in Indian courts.

Success rate

Out of the 300 Section 9 applications filed before the Delhi High Court, 72 applications were either
granted, withdrawn by consent or remain pending with no interim relief ordered to date. Of the
remaining 228 applications, interim relief of some sort was granted in 167 cases. This represents a
success rate of 73 per cent for the applicant. The most common forms of interim relief granted by
the Delhi High Court were freezing injunction prohibiting dealing with or disposing of certain
assets, orders for deposits of sums in court, creation of bank guarantee in favour of the applicant,
and disclosure of assets.

In case of emergency arbitration, again very limited data is publicly available to evaluate the
success rate in a methodical manner. In case of SIAC for example, between July 2010 and 31
March 2017, 57 emergency arbitration applications were filed, of which 29 applications were
granted while 2 remain pending, 6 were withdrawn and 4 were granted by consent. That represents
a success rate of 64.4 per cent. Other institutions have not however published similar statistics.
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Orders against third parties

Emergency arbitrators cannot grant relief against third parties. That is an important limitation,
which derives from the fact that the jurisdiction of emergency arbitrators and the (eventual) arbitral
tribunal is limited to those parties who have consented to submit their dispute to arbitration. For
example, article 29(5) of the ICC Rules expressly provides that the ICC’s Emergency Arbitrator
Provisions apply only to signatories to the arbitration agreement or their successors.

On the other hand, Indian courts, like courts of other jurisdictions, can grant interim relief against
third parties in certain circumstances (for example, where such orders are necessary to protect the
subject matter of the arbitration). The classic situation is when a freezing order is granted against a
bank that holds funds on behalf of one of the respondents. An emergency arbitrator would not be
able to make the bank a party to the freezing order.

Ex-parte orders

The ability of a party to obtain ex parte interim orders can be crucial in circumstances where an
element of surprise is necessary (for example, where prior notice to the respondent would lead him
to remove his assets from the jurisdiction of the court). Like in other jurisdictions, Indian courts
can grant ex parte orders in exceptional circumstances. Emergency arbitrators, on the other hand,
cannot grant relief on an ex parte basis. That is because one of the central tenets of arbitration is
that all parties be given equal opportunity to present their case.

Enforceability

Even if a party is successful in obtaining relief from an emergency arbitrator, it must still deal with
the question of enforcement. With the exception of Singapore and Hong Kong, in no other country
orders of emergency arbitrators have received statutory recognition. In India, the Law Commission
considered this issue at the time of suggesting amendments to the Act; however, ultimately no such
amendment was made. Therefore, orders of emergency arbitrators are not enforceable in India. The
fact that certain rules permit emergency relief to be granted as “awards”, and not just “orders”, will
make no difference to their enforcement in India (compare Schedule 1(6) of the SIAC Rules with
Article 29(2) of the new ICC Rules).

Despite concerns regarding their enforceability in India, emergency relief can be crucial in Indian
related arbitrations. To start with, orders of emergency arbitrators may be extremely helpful if the
respondent has assets in jurisdictions where such orders are enforceable (e.g. Singapore and Hong
Kong). Further, experience shows that parties often voluntarily comply with emergency orders.
That may be because losing parties fear that arbitral tribunals would not look too kindly on their
failure to comply with the orders of emergency arbitrators. Moreover, to further incentivize
compliance, arbitration rules allow arbitral tribunals to reflect non-compliance with the orders of
emergency arbitrators in their final award (see, e.g., Article 29(4) of the ICC Rules). Finally, and
rather counter-intuitively, orders of emergency arbitrators may assist a party in obtaining relief
from an Indian court under Section 9 of the Act (see, e.g., HSBC v. Avitel 2014 SCC OnLine Bom
102, where the Bombay High Court granted interim relief in the same terms as that of a SIAC
appointed emergency arbitrator; but see Raffles Design (2016) 234 DLT 349, where the Delhi High
Court in the context of a Section 9 application effectively ignored the orders of a SIAC appointed
emergency arbitrator).
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